DIGITAL ADOPTION SOLUTION FOR TEAMS
Empower Your Employees to Work Better Together
for Maximum Results
Microsoft Teams is the collaboration hub in Microsoft 365 for
teamwork. As the hub, Teams connects cross-functional groups
under one platform and across any device—providing the ultimate
collaborative experience for modern, digital workforces.

Why is Adopting Teams for Business Difficult?

KEY BENEFITS

Business leaders understand that the adoption of Teams requires
a fundamental change in end-user behavior since it alters the way
people work together.

Technical enablement of Teams
and increased adoption

Without the right knowledge and skill training, employees:

Higher return on Microsoft
licensing investment

•D
 o not understand the proper workflows to adopt, and revert
back to outdated collaboration practices and platforms

Reduced total cost of ownership
of multiple collaboration tools

• Continue to work in silos—using email for collaboration and
document management, leading to lost time and efficiency

Decreased telecomm and travel costs

• Fail to leverage Teams features for video, conference calls and
web meetings, which increases travel and telephone costs
•R
 esist using integrated tools like Planner and Power BI, limiting
returns on software investments
• F ail to take advantage of meeting features, notes and planning
tools, which leads to missed opportunities for real-time
collaboration

Accelerate deployment of new
integrations and functionality

If you’re interested in leveraging
the power of Teams for modern
collaboration, contact

partnersales@vitalyst.com

The Solution—Vitalyst’s Digital Adoption Solution for Teams
Technical and adoption deployment workshops
conducted to outline launch plan

Outreach program for proactive approach to
ensuring Teams is being adopted and utilized

Change enablement services include a series
of workshops and communications strategy

Reference guides provide easy access to using
top features within Teams

End-user support for 24x7 live how-to assistance
via in-app integration

Self-help library with hundreds of tips and tricks,
updated as new functionality is released

Training designed to teach proper workflows
& effective use of integrated tools
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